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Abstract 29 

It is common to find that major-effect genes are an important cause of variation in 30 

susceptibility to infection. Here we have characterised natural variation in a gene called 31 

pastrel that explains over half of the genetic variance in susceptibility to the virus DCV in 32 

populations of Drosophila melanogaster. We found extensive allelic heterogeneity, with a 33 

sample of seven alleles of pastrel from around the world conferring four phenotypically 34 

distinct levels of resistance. By modifying candidate SNPs in transgenic flies, we show that 35 

the largest effect is caused by an amino acid polymorphism that arose when an ancestral 36 

threonine was mutated to alanine, greatly increasing resistance to DCV. Overexpression of 37 

the ancestral susceptible allele provides strong protection against DCV, indicating that this 38 

mutation acted to improve an existing restriction factor. The pastrel locus also contains 39 

complex structural variation and cis-regulatory polymorphisms altering gene expression. We 40 

find that higher expression of pastrel is associated with increased survival after DCV 41 

infection. To understand why this variation is maintained in populations, we investigated 42 

genetic variation surrounding the amino acid variant that is causing flies to be resistant. We 43 

found no evidence of natural selection causing either recent changes in allele frequency or 44 

geographical variation in frequency, suggesting that this is an old polymorphism that has been 45 

maintained at a stable frequency. Overall, our data demonstrate how complex genetic 46 

variation at a single locus can control susceptibility to a virulent natural pathogen. 47 

  48 
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Introduction 49 

A central aim of infectious disease research is to understand why individuals within 50 

populations vary in their susceptibility to infection. This variation often has a substantial 51 

genetic component, and much effort has been devoted to identifying the genes involved (Cao, 52 

et al. 2016; Magwire, et al. 2011; Magwire, et al. 2012; Martins, et al. 2014). It is common to 53 

find that natural populations contain major-effect polymorphisms that affect susceptibility to 54 

infection, especially when natural pathogens or parasites are studied. In humans, for example, 55 

major-effect genes affect susceptibility to Plasmodium falciparum malaria, Plasmodium vivax 56 

malaria, HIV and Norwalk virus diarrhoea (Hill 2012). Studying these genes can not only 57 

advance our understanding of the mechanisms of resistance and functioning of immune 58 

systems, but it can also provide insights into evolutionary processes. For example, theoretical 59 

models of host-parasite coevolution make strong assumptions about the genetic basis of 60 

resistance (Routtu and Ebert 2015). More generally, pathogens are one of the most important 61 

selective agents in nature, so understanding the genetic basis of how host populations respond 62 

to this selection pressure is of great interest.  63 

While much research has focussed on humans, crops and domestic animals, studying the 64 

natural pathogens of model organisms such as Arabidopsis, Drosophila and C. elegans 65 

provides a powerful way to understand the genetics of infectious disease resistance. The best-66 

characterised natural pathogens of Drosophila are viruses, with most research focussing on 67 

the sigma virus (Rhabdoviridae; DMelSV (Longdon B 2012)) and Drosophila C virus 68 

(Dicistroviridae; DCV (Ferreira, et al. 2014; Hedges and Johnson 2008; Johnson and 69 

Christian 1998; Kemp, et al. 2013; Longdon, et al. 2013; Magwire, et al. 2012; Martins, et al. 70 

2014; Zhu, et al. 2013)). DMelSV is a vertically transmitted virus that is relatively benign, 71 

causing a ~20% drop in fitness (Wilfert and Jiggins 2013; Yampolsky, et al. 1999). In contrast 72 
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DCV is horizontally transmitted and multiplies in most tissues of adult Drosophila 73 

melanogaster, causing marked pathogenic effects and sometimes death (Chtarbanova, et al. 74 

2014).  75 

There is considerable genetic variation in susceptibility to both of these viruses within natural 76 

populations of D. melanogaster (Magwire, et al. 2012). Much of this variation is caused by 77 

major-effect polymorphisms that confer a high level of resistance. In the case of DMelSV, 78 

three polymorphic resistance genes have been identified—p62 (ref(2)P) (Bangham, et al. 79 

2008; Contamine, et al. 1989), CHKov1 (Magwire, et al. 2011) and Ge-1 (Cao, et al. 2016). 80 

In a North American population p62 and CHKov1 together explain 37% of the genetic 81 

variance in susceptibility to DMelSV(Magwire, et al. 2012). Resistance to DCV is controlled 82 

by a very small number of genes, with a SNP in a gene called pastrel (pst) on chromosome III 83 

explaining 47% of the genetic variance in DCV susceptibility (Magwire, et al. 2012). In 84 

another mapping population of flies, we recently reported that this gene accounted for 78% of 85 

the genetic variance (Cogni, et al. 2016).  86 

Despite its key role in virus resistance, pst remains poorly characterised. Its molecular 87 

function remains unknown, although it has been reported to participate in olfactory learning 88 

(Dubnau, et al. 2003), protein secretion (Bard, et al. 2006) and to be associated with lipid 89 

droplets (Beller, et al. 2006). We identified the gene using an association study on 185 lines 90 

from North America with complete genome sequences (Mackay, et al. 2012). In this study, 6 91 

SNPs were found to be associated with resistance to DCV at P<10-12, including two adjacent 92 

SNPs in the 3’UTR (T2911C and A2912C), two non-synonymous SNPs (G484A and 93 

A2469G) and two SNPs in introns (C398A and A1870G). All of these are in linkage 94 

disequilibrium, and the non-synonymous SNP A2469G in the last coding exon stands out as 95 

the most significant polymorphism (Magwire, et al. 2012). However, the strong linkage 96 
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disequilibrium between SNPs prevents us from identifying the causal SNP(s). 97 

In this study, we have characterised genetic variation in pst and its effects on susceptibility to 98 

viral infection. In a sample of seven copies of the gene from natural populations, we find four 99 

functionally distinct alleles that confer varying levels of resistance. By combining association 100 

studies and transgenic techniques we identify an amino acid substitution that has led to a 101 

large increase in resistance. This appears to be a relatively old polymorphism that has been 102 

maintained at a relatively stable frequency in natural populations. The pst locus also contains 103 

complex structural variation and cis regulatory variation affecting gene expression. Higher 104 

levels of pst expression are associated with increased resistance. Therefore, this is a complex 105 

gene in which multiple genetic variants affecting both gene expression and the amino acid 106 

sequence alter susceptibility to viral infection. 107 

Materials and Methods 108 

Generating transgenic flies carrying alleles of pst modified by recombineering 109 

To test which SNPs in pst are causing flies to be resistant, we used recombineering to modify 110 

a BAC (bacterial artificial chromosome) clone of the region of the Drosophila genome 111 

containing the gene (Warming, et al. 2005). This allowed us to make precise modifications of 112 

six candidate SNPs previously identified in pst, with five BACs carrying each SNP separately 113 

(SNP T2911C and SNP A2912C are adjacent and in complete linkage disequilibrium in 114 

nature, so were considered as single locus TA2911(2)CC).  115 

Drosophila P[acman] Bacteria Artificial Chromosomes (BACs) were obtained from 116 

BACPAC Resources Centre (BPRC) (Venken, et al. 2009; Venken, et al. 2006). The CHORI-117 

322-21P14 clone, which covers a region of the fly genome that includes pst (genome 118 
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positions: 3R:2114276-21164956), was chosen for its smaller size (20.064kb) and therefore 119 

higher transformation efficiency (Venken, et al. 2009). This BAC doesn’t contain any 120 

duplication or deletion of pst. BACs were extracted from original cells and transformed into 121 

sw102 cells. The sw102 strain was derived from the DY380 strain of E.coli with a deletion of 122 

the galK gene (Warming, et al. 2005). Competent sw102 cells were made following 123 

Warming’s protocol (Warming, et al. 2005).  124 

In the BAC clone containing pst, we modified the candidate SNPs controlling resistance 125 

using recombineering and GalK positive-negative selection. This results in a ‘seamless’ 126 

modification, where the only difference between the two BAC clones is the SNP of interest. 127 

First, the selectable marker GalK was introduced to the site of the SNP, with positive 128 

selection for GalK. Second, GalK is replaced by the alternate allele of the SNP by selecting 129 

against GalK, resulting in a BAC clone that differs only in the nucleotide of interest. For the 130 

first step, GalK targeting cassettes were PCR-amplified from vector pgalK (Warming, et al. 131 

2005) using five different pairs of primers, each of which has about 80 bp of sequence 132 

homologous to pst at each 5’ end. Phusion® High Fidelity polymerase (NEB) was used in the 133 

following conditions: 95°C for 4 min, then 95°C for 15 s, 55°C for 30 s and 68°C for 1 min 134 

(1 min per 1 kb product), for 35 cycles, incubate at 68°C for 5 min. PCR products were gel-135 

purified using Invitrogen PureLink™ Quick Gel Extraction Kit and always used freshly for 136 

transfection. Recombineering was carried out using protocol developed by Warming et al. 137 

(Warming, et al. 2005). The correct insertion of GalK was confirmed by PCR genotyping. 138 

The next step was to replace GalK with DNA fragment containing the SNP of interest. DNA 139 

was extracted from three DGRP lines (Mackay, et al. 2012) that had the desired sequence of 140 

pst. We then amplified a region of size ranging from 300bp to 1kb that contained the SNP of 141 

interest near the centre of the PCR product using the conditions described above. The PCR 142 
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product was then purified and used to replace GalK using the protocol described above, this 143 

time selecting against GalK using 2-deoxy-galactose (DOG)(Warming, et al. 2005). The pst 144 

gene was then sequenced to check the process had been successful. Fly stocks used as 145 

template and primers used in PCR were listed in Table S1. 146 

We next inserted the five modified BAC clones containing the different pst alleles into 147 

identical sites in the genome of a fly line. This was possible as the BACs contain an attB site, 148 

which allows them to be inserted into attP docking sites of flies (Bischof, et al. 2007). 149 

Plasmids of concentration between 0.1ug/ul and 0.3ug/ul and OD 260/280 ratio between 1.8-150 

1.9 were injected into the embryos of an attP line: y-w-M(eGFP,vas-int,dmRFP)ZH-151 

2A;P{CaryP}attp40. Male adults were crossed to a white-eye double balancer line w-152 

;If/Cyo;TM6B/MRKS. The BAC contains a wild-type allele of white, allowing us to select for 153 

successful transformants by their red-eye phenotype. Male and female transformants were 154 

crossed to generate homozygotes with balanced third chromosomes. Homozygous 155 

transformants were then crossed to a balanced pst hypomorphic mutant 156 

y1w67c23;If/Cyo;PGSV1GS3006/TM3,Sb1Ser1 (generated by crossing pst mutant 157 

y1w67c23;P{GSV1}GS3006/TM3,Sb1Ser1 (DGRC #200404) to w-;If/Cyo;TM6B/MRKS) and 158 

generated w;BAC*;PGSV1GS3006/TM3,Sb1Ser1. This balanced hypomorphic mutant has a P-159 

element inserted in the 5’UTR of the pst gene and has a lower pst mRNA expression level 160 

compared to many lab fly stocks we tested. 161 

Over-expressing pst in flies 162 

Transgenic flies that overexpress two different pst alleles were generated using vector 163 

pCaSpeR-hs fused with pst sequence. Expression of pst was under the control of HSP70-164 

promoter, and the protein is tagged by the FLAG epitope in N-terminus. The two pst alleles 165 
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were amplified from cDNA from the fly lines DGRP-101 and DGRP-45 (Bloomington 166 

Drosophila Stock Center). These two DGRP lines encode identical pst amino acid sequences 167 

except for the Ala/Thr difference caused by SNP A2469G. Plasmids carrying different pst 168 

alleles were injected into a docker fly lines containing attP site on the second chromosome y-169 

w-MeGFP,vas-int,dmRFPZH-2A;P{CaryP}attp40. The experiment was subsequently repeated a 170 

different fly line with a different attP site: y-w-MeGFP,vas-int, dmRFPZH-2A;MattPZH-86Fb. Male 171 

adults were crossed to white-eye balancer: w1118iso/y+Y;Sco/SM6a;3iso to select for successful 172 

transformants. Male and female transformants were crossed to generate homozygotes. The 173 

attP docker y-w-M eGFP,vas-int,dmRFPZH-2A;P{CaryP}attp40 and the balancer used in crosses 174 

w1118iso/y+Y;Sco/SM6a;3iso were used as controls for measuring DCV mortality and viral titre. 175 

Two replicates (A and B) for each of the two pst alleles were established from independent 176 

transformation events. Western blot with FLAG antibody were carried out using adult flies 177 

that were kept in 25°C to confirm the expression of FLAG-tagged pst alleles.  178 

To assay the susceptibility of these lines to pst, vials were set up containing 10 females and 179 

10 males of the transgenic lines and kept in 25°C. The parental flies were removed and the 180 

progeny collected. 15 vials containing 20 3-5 days old mated females of each line were 181 

inoculated with DCV (or Ringer’s solution as a control) as describe below, and their mortality 182 

was monitored for 19 days. Meanwhile, 15 additional vials of each line with 15 mated 183 

females were inoculated with DCV and maintained at 25°C. At day 2 post infection (day 6 at 184 

18°C), total RNA of these flies were extracted and used to measure viral RNA levels by real-185 

time PCR (see below).  186 

Measuring pst expression in DGRP lines 187 
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To study natural variation in gene expression, we measured pst expression in a panel of 188 

inbred fly lines from North America called the DGRP lines. We assayed 196 fly lines using 189 

one to seven biological replicates (a total of 654 RNA extractions). The flies were aged 6-9 190 

and a mean of 15 flies was used for each RNA extraction. These RNA extractions had been 191 

generated as part of a different experiment and were infected with Nora virus (pst is not 192 

associated with susceptibility to Nora virus; R. Cogni, pers. comm. and expression of pst is 193 

not affected by Nora virus infection (Cordes, et al. 2013)). Primers and probes used are 194 

described below. 195 

Genotyping and naming of SNPs 196 

DNA was extracted using either DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to 197 

manufacturer protocols or using a Chelex extraction that involved digesting fly tissues for 1 198 

hr at 56°C with 5% w/v Chelex 100 ion exchange resin (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) in 200 ul of 199 

33 mM dithiothreitol with 20 ug proteinase K (Jiggins and Tinsley 2005).  200 

Diagnostic primers were designed to amplify pst allele carrying specific SNPs. The SNP of 201 

interest was put at the 3’ end of one primer and at least one mismatch next to the SNP was 202 

introduced (Table S2). In order to experimentally confirm the structural variants of pst, 203 

primers were designed to overlap the breakpoints of duplications and deletions (Table S2). 204 

PCR products were run on 1% w/v agarose gels. 205 

SNPs were named according to their position in the pst gene. Numbering begins at the 206 

nucleotide encoding the start of the 5’ UTR, and includes intronic positions. The numbering 207 

of duplications and deletions refers to the size of the region affected in nucleotides. In the text 208 

we also report the genome coordinates of all variants.  209 
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Drosophila C Virus  210 

DCV stain C (Jousset, et al. 1972) was kindly provided by Luis Teixeira (Teixeira, et al. 211 

2008) and was cultured in Drosophila melanogaster DL2 cells using the protocol describe in 212 

Longdon et al. (Longdon, et al. 2013). The Tissue Culture Infective Dose 50 (TCID50) was 213 

calculated by the Reed-Muench end-point method (Reed LJ 1938).  214 

Infection and resistance assay  215 

Newly emerged flies were tipped into new food bottles. Two days later, mated females were 216 

infected with DCV by inoculating them with a needle dipped in DCV suspension as described 217 

in Longdon et al. (Longdon, et al. 2013) (TCID50=106). Infected flies were kept on cornmeal 218 

food without live yeast on the surface. Numbers of infected flies that died were recorded 219 

every day and surviving flies were tipped onto new food every 3 days. Flies that died within 220 

24hr were excluded from the analysis as it was assumed that they died from the injection 221 

process. Infected flies were collected on day 2 post infection for the measurement of viral 222 

titres.  223 

Quantitative RT-PCR 224 

RNA was extracted using TRIzol (Invitrogen Corp, San Diego) in a chloroform-isopropanol 225 

extraction following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was used as template in qRT-PCR 226 

using QuantiTect Virus+ROX Vial Kit (©QIAGEN). Dual labelled probes and primers were 227 

ordered from Sigma-Aldrich®. The PCR primers and probes amplifying both the reference 228 

gene and the gene of interest were multiplexed in a single PCR reaction. DCV titre was 229 

measured using probe DCV_TM_Probe ([6FAM]CACAACCGCTTCCACATATCCTG 230 

[BHQ1]) and primers DCV_qPCR_599_F (5’ GACACTGCCTTTGATTAG 3’) and 231 

DCV_qPCR_733_R (5’ CCCTCTGGGAACTAAATG 3’). The amount of virus was 232 
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standardised to a reference gene RPL32 using probe Dmel_RpL32_TM_Probe 233 

([HEX]ACAACAGAGTGCGTCGCCGCTTCAAGG[BHQ1]) and primers: Dmel_RpL32_F 234 

(5’ TGCTAAGCTGTCGCACAAATGG 3’) and Dmel_RpL32_R (5’ 235 

TGCGCTTGTTCGATCCGTAAC 3’). Expression of pst was measured using dual labelled 236 

probe Pst_PR ([Cy5]CAGCACACCATTGGCAACTC [BHQ3]) and primers Pst_FW (5’ 237 

CCGTCTTTTGCTTTCAATA 3’) and Pst_RV (5’ CCCAACTGACTGTGAATA 3’). The 238 

amount of pst expression was standardised to a reference gene Ef1alpha100E using the ΔΔCt 239 

(critical threshold) method (see below). Expression of Ef1alpha100E was measured using 240 

probe ([FAM] CATCGGAACCGTACCAGTAGGT [BHQ2]), primers Ef1alpha100E_FW (5’ 241 

ACGTCTACAAGATCGGAG 3’) and Ef1alpha100E_RV (5’ CAGACTTTACTTCGGTGAC 242 

3’). Subsequent to the experiment we realised there was a SNP segregating in the sequence to 243 

which the probe Pst_PR annealed, so the effect of this was corrected for by estimating the 244 

effect of this by linear regression and correcting the ΔCt values for its effect. This procedure 245 

did not qualitatively affect the conclusions. The estimation of gene expression or viral titre 246 

assumed that that the PCR reactions were 100% efficient. To check whether this assumption 247 

is realistic we used a dilution series to calculate the PCR efficiency. Three technical replicates 248 

of each PCR were performed and the mean of these used in subsequent analyses. All the PCR 249 

efficiencies were between 97%-103%. 250 

Statistical analysis of survival data and viral titres 251 

R version 3.2.1 (Team 2008) was used for statistical analyses. In the experiments using flies 252 

overexpressing pst and or flies transformed with a modified BAC clone we recorded the 253 

lifespan of individual flies. This data was analysed with a Cox proportional hazard mixed 254 

model, fitted using the R package “coxme”. The genotype of the fly line was treated as a 255 

fixed effect. The random effects were the vial in which a fly was kept which was nested in the 256 
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replicate fly line (where the same fly genotype had been generated twice by independent 257 

transformation events). Flies alive at the end of the experiment were censored. 258 

For each fly line in which we measured viral titres by quantitative RT-PCR, we first 259 

calculated ΔCt as the difference between the cycle thresholds of the gene of interest and the 260 

endogenous controls (actin 5C or Ef1alpha100E). We used the mean values of technical 261 

replicates. To assess whether these differences were statistically significant, we fitted a 262 

general linear mixed model using the lme function in R. We used the mean ΔCt across all 263 

biological replicates as a response variable. The genotype of the fly line was treated as a fixed 264 

effect and the day that the flies were injected as a random effect.  265 

Identifying structural variants of pst 266 

We identified structural variants by looking at the sequence data of the DGRP genomes 267 

(Mackay, et al. 2012). Structural variants were detected when two halves of the same 268 

sequence read or read-pair map to different positions or orientations within the reference 269 

genome. We analysed 205 Freeze 2 BAM files of the DGRP lines (Mackay, et al. 2012) using 270 

Pindel_0.2.0 (Ye, et al. 2009) to identify the breakpoints of structural variants among the 271 

lines (deletions, tandem duplications, large and small insertions). In 192 of the 205 lines we 272 

confirmed the structural variants by carrying out PCR using primers either overlapping 273 

breakpoints or flanking them (Table S2). We repeated this twice for the small number of lines 274 

that showed conflicting results with the Pindel analysis. We also Sanger sequenced the 275 

breakpoints in a subset of lines to confirm the predictions from the short read analysis. 276 

Duplications and deletions can also be detected by changes in sequence coverage. A script 277 

written in Python was used to calculate the coverage number for each base pair in the region 278 

3L:7338816-3L:7366778 (BDGP 5).  279 
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Identifying multiple alleles of pst with different effects on DCV susceptibility 280 

We have previously measured survival after DCV infection in a panel of inbred fly lines 281 

called the Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource (DSPR) Panel B (King, et al. 2012a; 282 

King, et al. 2012b). These lines were constructed by allowing 8 inbred founder lines with 283 

complete genome sequences to interbreed for 50 generations, and then constructing inbred 284 

lines (RILs) whose genomes were a fine-scale mosaic of these founders. We infected 619 285 

RILs in Panel B with DCV and monitored the mortality of 14091 flies post infection, which 286 

allowed us to identify pst as a major-effect gene defending flies against DCV infection 287 

(Cogni, et al. 2016).  288 

In this study, we reanalysed this dataset to test whether there were more than two alleles of 289 

pst. To identify different alleles of pst, we used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (King, et al. 290 

2012a) to determine which of the 8 founder lines the pst allele had been inherited from. We 291 

assigned RILs to one of the founders when position 3L: 7350000 (the location of pst) could 292 

be assigned to that parent with ≥95% confidence. We analysed this data with a one-way 293 

ANOVA, with the mean survival time of each vial RIL as the response variable, and founder 294 

allele as a fixed effect. We then performed a Tukey’s honest significant difference test to 295 

assign the founders into allelic classes with differing levels of resistance.  296 

Identifying cis-regulatory polymorphisms in pst 297 

To look for cis-regulatory polymorphisms that cause variation in pst expression, we used a set 298 

of microarray data of female head tissue in the DSPR (King, et al. 2014). The mean 299 

normalised expression of 3 pst probes that did not contain any SNPs segregating in the panel 300 

(FBtr0273398P00800, FBtr0273398P01433, FBtr0273398P01911) were used. The QTL 301 

analysis was performed using the R package DSPRqtl (http://FlyRILs.org/Tools/Tutorial) 302 
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(King, et al. 2012b) following Cogni et al (Cogni, et al. 2016).  303 

Association between pst expression and DCV resistance 304 

To test whether the structural variants were associated with pst expression or susceptibility to 305 

DCV, we genotyped 192 DGRP lines (which flies were available then) for structural variants 306 

by PCR (primers listed in Table S2). These variants were then combined with sequence data 307 

from the DGRP lines (Freeze 2). We have previously measured the survival of these fly lines 308 

after DCV infection (Magwire, et al. 2012). The mean pst expression level was measured in 309 

196 DGRP lines (see above). We then tested for associations between the SNPs in the region 310 

of 3L: 7311903-7381508 (BDGP5) and the mean of pst expression of each DGRP line using 311 

a linear model.  312 

To estimate the genetic correlation between pst expression and survival after DCV infection 313 

in the DGRP lines we used a bivariate general linear mixed model. The mean survival time of 314 

flies post DCV infection was calculated for each vial assayed. Pst expression was measured 315 

on whole vials of flies. pst expression and survival as Gaussian response variables in the 316 

model: 317 

𝑦𝑘,𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝑘 + 𝑏𝑘,𝑖 +  𝜀𝑘,𝑖,𝑗    (1) 318 

Where yi,j,k is the observed trait k (pst expression level or mean survival time) of flies from 319 

line i in vial j. tk is a fixed effect representing the mean expression level (ΔCt) or survival 320 

time. bki are the random effects, which are assumed to be multivariate normal with a zero 321 

mean. For the random effects we estimated a 2x2 covariance matrix describing the genetic 322 

(between-line) variances of pst expression and survival, and the covariance between these 323 

traits. The genetic correlation was calculated from these parameters. Εk,i,j is the residual error, 324 
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with separate residual variances estimated for the two traits. The parameters of the models 325 

were estimated using the R library MCMCglmm (D. 2010), which uses Bayesian Markov 326 

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. Each model was run for 1.3 million steps with a 327 

burn-in of 300,000 and a thinning interval of 100. Credible intervals on all parameters 328 

(variances, correlations etc) were calculated from highest posterior density intervals. The 329 

analysis was repeated including SNP A2469G as a fixed effect to control for any confounding 330 

effects of this variant being in linkage disequilibrium with cis-regulatory polymorphisms 331 

(assuming this SNP is not itself a cis regulatory polymorphism). 332 

Test for natural selection on pst 333 

To investigate the frequency of resistance allele of A2469G in populations worldwide, we 334 

looked at publically available genome resequencing datasets of the Global Diversity Lines 335 

(Grenier, et al. 2015), North American population (DGRP (Mackay, et al. 2012)) and 336 

Zambian population (DPGP (Pool, et al. 2012)). We also collected 341 iso-female D. 337 

melanogaster from Accra, Ghana and genotyped a pool of flies from these lines for SNP 338 

A2469G by PCR as described above. 339 

To test for signature of natural selection on pst, we analysed the sequence around pst from 340 

publically available genome sequences of Drosophila. These sequences were either from 341 

inbred lines or haploid genomes, so the data was phased as haplotypes. We analysed data 342 

from two populations of D. melanogaster with large sample sizes: a North American 343 

population (DGRP, 205 lines) and a Zambian population (DPGP3, 196 lines). The variant 344 

calls from these lines in VCF file format of freeze2 DGRP was downloaded from BCM-345 

HGSC website (Mackay, et al. 2012). Because duplication and rearrangement of pst is very 346 

common in D. melanogaster (Figure 3), in the DGRP lines we Sanger sequenced pst from 35 347 
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lines of variant 3 and 28 lines of variant 4 so we only analysed data from the complete copy 348 

of the gene. These sequences were combined with 105 DGRP lines without rearrangement, 349 

resulting in a total of 165 DGRP lines with pst sequences. This was not possible for the data 350 

from Zambia as the original lines are not available. Here, consensus sequences of 196 D. 351 

melanogaster samples were downloaded from http://www.johnpool.net/genomes.html/. About 352 

20kb sequence around pst (3L: 7340375-7363363) were pulled out from all lines using the 353 

scripts “breaker.pl” and “dataslice.pl” written by the authors, returning FastA files. Then 354 

FastA file was converted into VCF file by PGDSpider (Lischer and Excoffier 2012).  355 

To examine how allele frequencies differ between populations, FST was calculated on a per-356 

site basis for a North American population (DGRP) and a Zambian population (DPGP3) by 357 

VCFtools (Danecek, et al. 2011). To detect linkage disequilibrium (LD) around SNP A2469G, 358 

we estimated LD between all pairs of SNPs in 20kb region around it. R package “genetics” 359 

and “LDheatmap” (Shin J-H 2006) were used to calculate and plot LD an heat map. We then 360 

applied Long-Range Haplotype test (Sabeti, et al. 2005; Zeng, et al. 2007) to examine the 361 

extent haplotype homozygosity (EHH) around SNP A2469G in comparison to other 362 

haplotypes of similar frequency in the 200kb region (3L: 7250375-7253363). R package 363 

“rehh” was used in the analysis (Gautier and Vitalis 2012).  364 

We finally applied a McDonald and Kreitman (MK) test to detect positive selection on the 365 

amino acid level (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). Using the D. yakuba sequence as an 366 

outgroup, substitutions were polarised along the lineage leading from the common ancestor 367 

of D. melanogaster and D. simulans to D. melanogaster. A standard MK test was carried out 368 

using McDonald and Kreitman Test (MKT) software (Egea, et al. 2008). We excluded 369 

polymorphic sites with a frequency less than 10% to reducse the number of deleterious amino 370 

acid polymorphisms in the dataset. Polarized 2 × 2 contingency tables were used to calculate 371 
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α, which is an estimate of the proportion of amino acid substitutions fixed by selection (Smith 372 

and Eyre-Walker 2002). Statistical significance of the 2 × 2 contingency tables was 373 

determined using a χ2 test.  374 

Nucleotide diversity was calculated using DnaSP v5 (Librado and Rozas 2009) for the 20 kb 375 

region described above in 165 DGRP lines and 196 DPGP lines. 376 

The raw data and scripts used in this study are available in University of Cambridge data 377 

repository http://dx.doi.org/10.17863/CAM.866. 378 

Results 379 

The pst locus has multiple alleles affecting DCV resistance 380 

In a previous association study we found 6 SNPs in pst that were strongly associated with 381 

DCV resistance (Magwire, et al. 2012). All of these are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with 382 

each other, so it was not possible to identify the causative variant from this data. Intriguingly 383 

however, no single SNP could explain all the effects of pst on DCV susceptibility, suggesting 384 

that multiple alleles of this gene with different susceptibilities might be segregating in 385 

populations. To investigate this further, we reanalysed a second dataset where we had infected 386 

13,919 flies from the Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource (DSPR, panel B, 619 387 

Recombinant inbred lines founded by 8 lines representing a worldwide sample (King, et al. 388 

2012b)) with DCV and shown that resistance was largely controlled by pst (Cogni, et al. 389 

2016). These data allow us to estimate the effect that each of the 7 different founder 390 

haplotypes of pst segregating among these lines has on DCV susceptibility (one of the eight 391 

founders, BB5 was removed from analysis because it is represented by less than 10 lines and 392 

was not able to be assigned to any group). The 7 founder haplotypes fall into 4 groups with 393 
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significantly different resistance levels (Table 1). Flies in resistant 1 (resist1) group survived 394 

an average of 9.6 days post infection while flies in resistant 2 (resist2) group survived an 395 

average of 11 days post infection. Flies in susceptible 1 (susc1) group survived an average of 396 

6.1 days post infection while flies in susceptible 2 (susc2) group survived an average of 7.1 397 

days post infection (Table 1). Therefore, in a sample  398 
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Table 1. Candidate SNPs and structural variants in the 7 founder haplotypes segregating in the DSPR panel.  399 

The 6 SNPs are all strongly associated with resistance in a previous association study (Magwire, et al. 2012). Existence of duplications and the 400 

deletion is indicated by “1”, absence is indicated by 0. SNP A2469G defines the resistant and susceptible alleles of pst while other SNPs may 401 

 SNPs Structural variants Mean survival (days) 

Founder 

haplotypes 

C398A G484A A1870

G 

A2469

G 

TA2911(2)C

C 

TD 

7041 

TD 

3173 

TD 

7041 

TD 

115 

D 

1233 

 

Phenoty

pe 
BB1 A A A A CC 0 0 0 1 0 susc1 

BB3 C G A A CC 0 1 0 1 1 susc2 

BB7 C G A A CC 0 1 0 1 0 susc2 

BB4 C G / A A A CC 1 0 0 1 0 susc2 

AB8 C G A A CC 0 1 0 1 1 susc2 

BB2 C A A G CC 0 0 0 1 0 resist1 

BB6 A A G G TA 0 0 0 1 0 resist2 

Genome  

location (3L) 

735296

6 

735288

0 

735149

4 

735089

5 

7350452(3) 
 

 

 Change 1st 

intron 

Glu → 

Lys 

6th 

intron 

Thr → 

Ala 

3’ UTR 
 

**
 

***
 

*
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explain the minor difference in survival to DCV infection. We estimated the mean survival time of the founders using an ANOVA, and identified 402 

groups of founder haplotypes with significantly different levels of resistance using Tukey’s Honest Significant Differences test. There are four 403 

phenotypically distinct classes of alleles, referred as susc1, susc2, resist1, resist2, that have significantly different effects on resistance (* p<0.05, 404 

** p<0.01, *** p<0.001). In total the survival of 13919 flies was analysed. Error bars are standard errors.405 
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of seven copies of this gene, there are four functionally distinct alleles of pst affecting DCV 406 

resistance.  407 

The amino acid substitution A2469G can explain resistance in two different genetic mapping 408 

experiments 409 

We examined the 6 pst SNPs previously found associated with resistance in our genome-wide 410 

association study in DGRP lines (p<10-12) and asked which of them explain the four levels of 411 

resistance we observed in the DSPR founders. Only A2469G, which is a non-synonymous 412 

change (Thr/Ala, 3L: 7350895, BDGP5), can explain the large difference between the two 413 

resistant and the two susceptible classes of alleles (Table 1). This change is also the most 414 

significant SNP in the association study using the DGRP lines (Magwire, et al. 2012) and is a 415 

separate study that had selected populations for DCV resistance and then sequenced their 416 

genomes (Martins, et al. 2014). This threonine to alanine change is a radical substitution 417 

between a polar and a nonpolar amino acid, and alanine is associated with increased 418 

resistance in both the association study and this QTL analysis. Two closely related species 419 

Drosophila simulans Drosophila yakuba both have a threonine at this position, indicating that 420 

the susceptible allele was the ancestral state.While this analysis strongly implicates A2469G 421 

in resistance, it does not preclude a role for the other 5 variants associated with resistance. 422 

For example, SNP C398A differs between the susc1 and susc2 alleles, while SNPs 423 

TA2911(2)CC, A1870G and C398A all differ between resist1 and resist2. 424 
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Modifying SNP A2469G in transgenic flies confirms that it alters resistance to DCV 425 

To experimentally confirm the SNP(s) causing flies to be resistant to DCV, we generated five 426 

transgenic lines where we modified each of the six SNPs associated with resistance (SNP 427 

T2911C and A2912C, which are in complete LD, were modified together: TA2911(2)CC). To 428 

do this we edited a BAC clone (CHORI-322-21P14, 20.064kb) of the region in E. coli. The 429 

BAC originally contains the allele associated with increased resistance for all the five pst 430 

variants, and we individually changed these to the susceptible variant. We inserted the five 431 

BACs into the same genomic position in a fly line to generate five transgenic lines. We 432 

crossed these transgenic flies to a balanced pst hypomorphic mutant 433 

y1w67c23;If/Cyo;PGSV1GS3006/TM3,Sb1Ser1, which has a transposable element inserted in the 434 

5’ UTR of the pst gene. The transgenic alleles did not complement the lethal effect of this 435 

mutation upstream of pst, so we infected flies that were homozygous for the transgenic pst 436 

allele on chromosome 2 and had one hypomorphic mutant allele over a balancer chromosome 437 

on chromosome 3 (pst hypomorphic mutant allele and the balancer carries the susceptible 438 

form “A” for SNP A2469G).  439 

The two independent fly lines carrying a “A” for SNP A2469G, which were generated 440 

through independent transformation events, died significantly faster after DCV infection 441 

compared to all the other transgenic lines that had a “G” at this position (Figure 1). There 442 

were no significant differences among the other 4 genotypes. Among the flies that were mock 443 

infected with Ringer’s solution there were no significant differences among lines (although 444 

flies carrying a susceptible “A” at A2469G survived longest, which reinforces the result that 445 

the high mortality of these flies when DCV infected is being caused by pst). In summary, 446 

both genetic mapping approaches and experimentally modifying the gene demonstrate that 447 
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the SNP A2469G is causing flies to be resistant to DCV. 448 

Overexpressing both the resistant and susceptible alleles of pst protects flies against DCV 449 

infection  450 

Resistance could evolve by altering host factors that are beneficial to the virus or by 451 

increasing the efficacy of existing antiviral defences. To distinguish these hypotheses, we 452 

generated fly lines that overexpress either the resistant or the susceptible allele of pst (these 453 

constructs encode a protein that only differs at the site affected by SNP A2469G). The two 454 

FLAG-tagged constructs were inserted at the same position of the fly genome using phiC31 455 

integrase, and we checked that the full length protein (approximately 77kDa) was being 456 

expressed using a western blot targeting the FLAG tag. Two replicates of these lines were 457 

generated and these flies were then infected with DCV. We found that overexpressing both 458 

the susceptible and the resistant alleles of pst led to significant reductions in viral titres at two 459 

days post-infection (Figure 2A; General linear model: pstA: |z|=3.3, P=0.003, pstG: |z|=4.83, 460 

P<0.001). There is no significant difference in viral titre between flies overexpressing the 461 

resistant pst allele “G” and flies overexpressing the susceptible pst allele “A”, although the 462 

trend is in the expected direction (Figure 2A; |z|=1.4, P=0.35). Next, we examined survival. 463 

Overexpressing pst, no matter which allele, substantially increased survival after DCV 464 

infection (Cox proportional hazard mixed models; pstA: |z|=12.32, P<1e-5, pstG: |z|=11.83, 465 

P<1e-5) (Figure 2B). Again, we were not able to detect any difference in mortality between 466 

flies overexpressing the two different alleles of pst (|z|=0.53, P=0.86). This result should be 467 

interpreted with caution, as any differences in resistance between the two alleles may be 468 

obscured by intrinsically lower survival of the flies overexpressing the resistant allele (Figure 469 

2B, Ringers control). This difference in the survival of mock-infected flies overexpressing the 470 
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different alleles could not be replicated when new transgenic flies were generated in a 471 

different genetic background and assayed without pricking, suggesting that it is not a toxic 472 

effect of the resistant allele (Figure S1). In summary, overexpressing either pst allele 473 

substantially increased resistance, with the resistant allele causing a slightly greater reduction 474 

in viral titre. 475 

The pst locus contains complex structural polymorphisms 476 

The analyses above only considered SNPs, but other types of genetic variation could cause 477 

flies to be resistant. We therefore investigated the existence of structural variation in a panel 478 

of 205 inbred fly lines from North America whose genomes had been sequenced (DGRP) 479 

(Mackay, et al. 2012). The existence of structural variation had been suggested by the PCR 480 

amplification of a truncated copy of pst in certain flies and cell lines. We identified the 481 

breakpoints of structural variants from published paired-end short read sequencing data 482 

(using Pindel_0.2.0) (Ye, et al. 2009). Excluding small indels, this approach revealed 5 483 

variants that were shared by more than 2 lines and supported by at least 4 raw sequencing 484 

reads (Figure 3A; the region investigated, 3L: 7,346,678-3L: 7,357,466, DPGP 5, includes pst 485 

and the two flanking genes CTCF, Sec63). In 192 of the 205 lines we confirmed the structural 486 

variants by carrying out PCR with diagnostic primers and Sanger sequencing. As a final 487 

confirmation we checked that the duplicated regions had increased sequence depth (Figure 488 

3B).  489 

The five major structural variants and their frequencies in the DGRP lines are summarised in 490 

Figure 3A. Just over half the lines had the ancestral state that is found in the reference 491 

genome with one complete copy of pst (Figure 3A; ancestral allele). 8 out of 205 lines have a 492 

7960bp duplication (3L: 7348816-7356777, variant 1) containing a complete copy of pst and 493 
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some sequences from two adjacent genes (CTCF, Sec63). 20 lines have a 7041bp duplication 494 

(includes pst and partial sequences from neighbour genes, 3L: 7348778-7355820, variant 2). 495 

36 lines have a duplicated copy of pst (3L: 7350246-7353420) with a 1233bp deletion in the 496 

middle (variant 3). 32 lines have a duplication of 115bp (3L: 7350263-7350379) at the 3’ end 497 

of pst (variant 4). There are another 4 lines containing structural variants each represented by 498 

less than 3 lines that are not shown in Figure 3A.  499 

We tested whether these structural variants affect survival of the DGRP lines after DCV 500 

infection and found that none of the structural variants is associated with survival post DCV 501 

infection (F1,165<1.97, P>0.32; Figure 3C). This non-significant result may due to that we 502 

lack the power to detect their effects. For example one of the structural variants that has a 503 

complete copy of pst was only represented by as few as 8 lines. Another possible explanation 504 

is that transcripts produced by these duplicates are non-functional.  505 

There is cis-acting genetic variation that alters the expression of pst 506 

Given that altering the expression of pst experimentally alters resistance to DCV, it is possible 507 

that natural variation in gene expression affects susceptibility to the virus. We investigated 508 

this using published microarray data from F1 individuals from crosses between two panel of 509 

recombinant fly lines derived from 15 founder lines from around the world (crosses between 510 

DSPR panel A females and panel B males) (King, et al. 2014). To map regions of the genome 511 

affecting pst expression, we used the mean normalised expression of 3 pst probes 512 

(FBtr0273398P00800, FBtr0273398P01433, FBtr0273398P01911) that did not contain any 513 

SNPs. We found that there was a major QTL controlling pst expression at 3L: 7350000 514 

(LOD=35.04), which is very close to the location of pst (Figure 4A). Therefore, there is 515 

genetic variation in pst expression and this is controlled by cis-acting genetic variants close to 516 
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pst rather than variation elsewhere in the genome acting in trans.  517 

To investigate which genetic variants might be affecting pst expression, we measured 518 

expression across 198 DGRP lines using quantitative RT-PCR. Using this data we looked for 519 

associations with the 5 structural variants and SNPs in the region surrounding pst (Figure 520 

4B). We found pst expression was most significantly associated with a SNP in an intron of pst 521 

at position A1455T (3L: 7351909, F2,155=17.89, P=1.02e-7). However, several of the 522 

structural variants were also associated with pst expression (Figure 4B). Tandem duplication 523 

TD3173 and TD115 were in linkage disequilibrium with SNP A1455T (Fisher’s Exact Test: 524 

P=0.002 and P=0.001), but they remain significantly associated with pst expression after 525 

accounting for SNP A1455T by including it as a covariate in the model (TD3173: 526 

F1,156=14.07, P=0.0002; TD115: F1,156=7.7, P=0.006; Figure 4B). TD3173 is in strong 527 

linkage disequilibrium with D1233 (Fisher’s Exact Test, P<2.2e-16). Therefore, multiple cis 528 

regulatory variants affect pst expression, and these may include structural variants. 529 

The expression of pst is correlated with DCV resistance 530 

Across 198 DGRP lines we found that natural variation in pst expression was correlated with 531 

survival after DCV infection (Figure 5; Genetic correlation: rg=0.32, 95% CI=0.17 to 0.45). 532 

This is consistent with previous results that DCV resistance changes when pst is knocked 533 

down by RNAi (Magwire, et al. 2012) or over-expressed using transgenic techniques (Figure 534 

2). SNP A2469G is a non-synonymous SNP that was found to affect survival after DCV 535 

infection, which means it is unlikely to have an effect on gene expression. However, if it is in 536 

linkage disequilibrium with a cis regulatory variant this could create spurious associations 537 

between gene expression and resistance. To control for this we estimated the correlation after 538 

accounting for the effect of SNP A2469G by including it as a covariate in the model, and 539 
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found the correlation between pst expression and survival after DCV infection remains 540 

significant (Genetic correlation: rg=0.25, 95% CI=0.11 to 0.41). These results indicate that 541 

cis-regulatory variation that alters pst expression and affects resistance to DCV. 542 

There is no evidence of spatially varying selection acting on the resistant allele of pst 543 

A2469G 544 

Having identified the genetic variant that is responsible for most of the genetic variation in 545 

DCV resistance in D. melanogaster, we are well-placed to characterise how natural selection 546 

has acted on this variant. It is common to find that the prevalence of viruses in Drosophila 547 

varies geographically (Carpenter, et al. 2012; Webster, et al. 2015), and this is expected to 548 

result in spatially varying selection pressure for resistance. However, there is little variation 549 

in the frequency of the resistant allele between populations. The resistant allele of A2469G is 550 

at a low frequency in populations worldwide—7.7% in Zambia (197 DPGP3 lines (Pool, et 551 

al. 2012)), 16% in North America (205 DGRP lines (Mackay, et al. 2012)), 10% in Beijing 552 

(15 GDL lines (Grenier, et al. 2015)), 5% in the Netherlands (19 GDL), 33% in Tasmania (18 553 

GDL) and 10% in Ghana (341 lines collected and genotyped in this study). Among the 554 

populations with genome sequence data, only Zambian and North American populations have 555 

large sample sizes (196 lines and 205 lines separately), so the following analysis were carried 556 

out on these two datasets.  557 

To compare the geographical variation in allele frequency at A2469G to other SNPs in the 558 

region, we calculated Fst (a measure of differences in allele frequency) between North 559 

America and Zambia. It is clear that A2469G (red star in Figure 6A) is not a significant 560 

outlier relative to the other 2641 SNPs analysed in the region 100kbp either side (SNPs that 561 

have a minor allele frequency below 5% were filtered out), indicating there is no evidence of 562 
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population-specific selective pressure on SNP A2469G.  563 

The resistant allele of pst is old and shows no evidence of recent changes in frequency driven 564 

by natural selection 565 

When natural selection causes an unusual rapid rise in allele frequency, there is little time for 566 

recombination to break down the haplotype carrying the selected mutation. This results in 567 

unusual long-range haplotypes and elevated linkage disequilibrium (LD) around the variant 568 

given its population frequency. As we know the site that is likely to be a target of selection, 569 

this is a powerful way to detect the effects of selection on DCV resistance. We first measured 570 

the LD between SNP A2469G and SNPs in a 10 kb region upstream and downstream of it. In 571 

both Africa and North America we found very little LD between SNP A2469G and 572 

surrounding SNPs (Figure S2 A and B).  573 

When the variant under selection is known, the most powerful test for such effects is the EHH 574 

test (extended haplotype homozygosity) (Sabeti, et al. 2005; Zeng, et al. 2007). We calculated 575 

the EHH using the resistant (derived) allele of SNP A2469G as a core, and compared this to a 576 

null distribution generated from other SNPs of similar frequency that were nearby in the 577 

genome (Figure 6 B and C). In both populations, although the EHH around the resistant allele 578 

of A2469G is above the median, it is below the top 5%. Therefore, there is no evidence of 579 

positive selection on the resistant allele of A2469G generating extended LD around this 580 

variant. We also calculated the EHH for the susceptible allele of SNP A2469G as a core, and 581 

found no extended LD around this variant (Figure S3).  582 

Positive and balancing selection can also affect the nucleotide diversity (π). In a 20kb region 583 

around pst in both North American and African populations we did not observe elevated 584 

nucleotide diversity compared to π value of whole genome (Figure S4 A and B). We also 585 
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calculated π among chromosomes carrying the resistant or the susceptible allele of A2469G, 586 

and did not find altered patterns of diversity around pst (Figure S4 C and D). 587 

It is common to find components of the immune system where natural selection has driven 588 

rapid evolution of the protein sequence, which is normally interpreted as being caused by 589 

selection by pathogens (Obbard, et al. 2009). To test whether this was the case for pst we 590 

tested whether other amino acid variants had been fixed in pst using the McDonald-Kreitman 591 

Test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). Drosophila yakuba and Drosophila simulans sequences 592 

were used to infer the sequence of the most recent common ancestor of D. simulans and D. 593 

melanogaster. Analysing polymorphisms from 165 lines from the DGRP panel and 594 

divergence from the most recent common ancestor of D. simulans and D. melanogaster, we 595 

found no signature of positive selection (low frequency variants excluded; Synonymous 596 

Polymorphism=7, Synonymous Divergence=13.23, Non-synonymous Polymorphism=13, 597 

Non-synonymous Divergence=32.46, α=0.76, χ2=0.242, P=0.625). Therefore, there is no 598 

evidence of positive selection on the amino acid sequence of Pastrel over the last ~3 million 599 

years.  600 

 601 

Discussion 602 

It has been argued that susceptibility to infectious disease may frequently have a simpler 603 

genetic basis than many other quantitative traits because natural selection drives major-effect 604 

resistance alleles up in frequency in populations (Hill 2012; Magwire, et al. 2012). At first 605 

sight susceptibility to DCV in Drosophila would appear to be a clear example of this pattern, 606 

with a restriction factor called Pastrel explaining as much as 78% of the genetic variance in 607 

this trait (Cogni, et al. 2016). However, we have found that this belies considerable 608 
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complexity within this locus. Strikingly, in a sample of just seven alleles from natural 609 

populations, we found four phenotypically distinct allelic classes conferring differing levels 610 

of resistance to DCV. Furthermore, both coding and cis-regulatory variants control resistance. 611 

The coding sequence variant that we characterised appears to be an old polymorphism that 612 

has been maintained at a relatively stable frequency, possibly as a result of balancing 613 

selection. 614 

An amino acid polymorphism in Pastrel is the most important factor determining 615 

susceptibility to DCV. There are multiple lines of evidence to support this. First, this is the 616 

only genetic variant that can explain the largest changes in resistance that we see in two large 617 

genetic mapping experiments. Second, when populations have been artificially selected for 618 

DCV resistance, this site shows the largest increase in frequency in the entire genome 619 

(Martins, et al. 2014). Finally, when we modified this site in transgenic flies we verified that 620 

it is the cause of resistance. 621 

The ancestral state at this site was the susceptible allele threonine. Three other major-effect 622 

polymorphisms that affect susceptibility to viruses in Drosophila have been identified at the 623 

molecular level, and in all cases the ancestral state was susceptible (Bangham, et al. 2008; 624 

Cao, et al. 2016; Magwire, et al. 2011). This fits with a model whereby genetic variation is 625 

arising because there is continual input of novel resistance alleles into populations from 626 

mutation, and these are then favoured by natural selection. 627 

Resistance could evolve by improving existing antiviral defences or by altering the myriad of 628 

host factors hijacked by the virus for its own benefit. For example, in Caenorhabditis 629 

elegans, susceptibility to the Orsay virus is determined by a polymorphism that disables the 630 
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antiviral RNAi defences (Ashe, et al. 2013), while bacteriophage resistance is frequently 631 

associated with changes to surface receptors used by the virus to enter cells (Longdon, et al. 632 

2014). In a previous study we found that knocking down the susceptible allele of pst makes 633 

flies even more susceptible (Magwire, et al. 2012), while in this study we found that 634 

overexpressing the susceptible allele makes flies resistant. Therefore, the threonine to alanine 635 

mutation that we observe in pst is an improvement to an existing antiviral defence.  636 

Patterns of genetic variation at the pst locus are complex. We found extensive structural 637 

variation, with multiple duplications and deletions of the gene present in natural populations. 638 

Furthermore, there is genetic variation in the expression of pst. There was a single QTL that 639 

controls pst expression, and this was centred on pst itself. Therefore, cis regulatory variants 640 

control pst expression. 641 

Higher levels of pst expression are associated with increased resistance to DCV. This is 642 

unsurprising, as when we have experimentally altered pst expression by RNAi or by 643 

overexpressing the gene DCV resistance is altered. Both SNPs and structural variants in the 644 

region are associated with pst expression. However, the cis-regulatory variants which are 645 

causing increased expression could not be unambiguously identified because of linkage 646 

disequilibrium between these sites. Interestingly, the structural variants themselves were not 647 

significantly associated with survival after DCV infection, perhaps suggesting that they are 648 

not the main cause of variation in gene expression. Nonetheless, given the central role this 649 

gene plays in antiviral defence, it is tempting to speculate that these complex structural 650 

changes may have had some functional role, perhaps against other viruses (or we may simply 651 

lack the statistical power to detect effects on DCV) (Martins, et al. 2014). 652 
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Why is genetic variation in susceptibility to DCV maintained in populations? There is likely 653 

to be selection favouring alleles that increase resistance in natural populations because DCV 654 

is the most virulent virus that has been isolated from Drosophila and field studies have found 655 

it to be geographically widespread (Christian 1987) (although recent surveys have suggested 656 

that it may have a low prevalence (Webster, et al. 2015)). Pastrel has also been implicated in 657 

resistance to other viruses related to DCV (Martins, et al. 2014). Given that the resistant allele 658 

is likely to enjoy a selective advantage, an important question is why the susceptible alleles 659 

have not been eliminated by natural selection. To understand how selection has acted on the 660 

amino acid variant that causes resistance, we examined geographical variation in its 661 

frequency and patterns of linkage disequilibrium with neighbouring sites. We could detect no 662 

evidence of natural selection causing changes in allele frequency through time or space. This 663 

is in stark contrast to the partial selective sweeps that we have seen in the two other major-664 

effect polymorphisms affecting virus resistance (Bangham, et al. 2008; Magwire, et al. 2011). 665 

These polymorphisms are in the genes CHKov1 and P62 (ref(2)P) and both confer resistance 666 

to the sigma virus. In both cases the resistant allele has recently arisen by mutation and has 667 

spread through D. melanogaster populations under strong directional selection. In 668 

comparison to these polymorphisms it is clear that the polymorphism in pst is relatively old 669 

and has been maintained at a stable frequency. 670 

These population genetic patterns suggest that either the polymorphism has been evolving 671 

neutrally or it has been maintained by balancing selection, due to the benefits of resistance 672 

being balanced by harmful pleiotropic effects of the resistant allele on other traits. Long-term 673 

balancing selection can leave a signature of high divergence between the two alleles and 674 

elevated sequence polymorphism (Charlesworth 2006), but we have been unable to find any 675 
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evidence of this in pst. This is not unexpected because the large effective population size of 676 

D. melanogaster means that linkage disequilibrium declines rapidly around pst, and this is 677 

expected to erode any signature of balancing selection (Charlesworth 2006). A very similar 678 

pattern of sequence variation was recently reported around a polymorphism in the 679 

antimicrobial peptide Diptericin that affects susceptibility to bacterial infection (Unckless, et 680 

al. 2016). This amino acid polymorphism is also found in the sibling species D. simulans, 681 

strongly suggesting it is maintained by balancing selection. Therefore, we cannot distinguish 682 

balancing selection and neutral evolution. While it seems likely that a polymorphism with 683 

such a large phenotypic effect is the target of natural selection, we would need data from 684 

natural populations to demonstrate that this was the case.  685 

In Drosophila increased resistance against bacteria and parasitoid wasps is associated with 686 

reduced fecundity and larval survival (Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1997; McKean, et al. 2008). 687 

However, when populations of flies were selected for DCV resistance there was no detectable 688 

decline in other components of fitness (Faria, et al. 2015). Unfortunately, while it is clear the 689 

resistant allele of pst is not highly costly, this negative result is hard to interpret. First, if the 690 

benefits of DCV resistance in nature are small, then a small cost that cannot be detected in the 691 

lab will be sufficient to maintain the polymorphism. Without having an estimate of the harm 692 

flies suffer due to DCV infection in nature it becomes impossible to reject the hypothesis that 693 

the benefits of resistance are balanced by pleiotropic costs. Second, costs of resistance are 694 

typically only expressed in certain environments and may affect many different traits 695 

(Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1997; McKean, et al. 2008). It is possible that costs may not be 696 

detected if they are measured in the ‘wrong’ environment or the trait affected is not 697 

measured—for example, it may increase susceptibility to other pathogen genotypes.  698 
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The function and identity of viral restriction factors in invertebrates remains poorly 699 

understood, and the mechanism by which Pastrel protects flies against DCV is unknown. This 700 

contrasts with vertebrates where a diverse range of restriction factors has been characterised 701 

that inhibit all steps of viral infection (see (Yan and Chen 2012) for review). Studying natural 702 

variation in susceptibility to viral infection is proving a powerful way to identify novel 703 

restriction factors in Drosophila (Bangham, et al. 2008; Cao, et al. 2016; Magwire, et al. 704 

2011), and future work on these proteins is likely to provide new insights into how 705 

invertebrates defend themselves against infection. One clue as to the function of Pastrel 706 

comes from its localisation to lipid droplets in the larval fat body (Beller, et al. 2006), as lipid 707 

droplets and lipid metabolism frequently play key roles in the viral replication cycle 708 

(Stapleford and Miller 2010). An alternative explanation is the reported involvement of 709 

Pastrel in the secretory pathway and Golgi organization (Bard, et al. 2006). 710 

We conclude that a single gene, pastrel, is the dominant factor that determines the 711 

susceptibility of D. melanogaster to DCV. This is a complex locus, with multiple alleles 712 

conferring different levels of resistance, with polymorphisms affecting both the expression 713 

and protein sequence of Pastrel altering susceptibility to DCV. This gene has not been the 714 

target of strong directional selection, and the variation may be maintained by balancing 715 

selection. Overall, despite a single gene explaining most of the genetic variance in DCV 716 

susceptibility, this locus is remarkably complex. 717 
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Figures: 906 

 907 

Figure 1. Susceptibility to DCV in transgenic flies carrying different alleles of pst SNPs. 908 

Lines with triangles are flies infected with DCV while lines with crosses are flies injected 909 

with Ringer’s solution as a control. SNP A2469G and SNP A1870G have two biological 910 

replicates, which were generated through independent transformation events. By fitting a Cox 911 

proportional hazard mixed model, we found that A2469G is significantly different from all 912 

the other SNPs (P<0.007). There were no significant differences among the other 4 SNPs 913 

(P>0.36). In total, 157 vials containing 3010 females were infected with DCV and their 914 

mortality were recorded daily for 17 days. 915 

 916 
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917 
  918 

Figure 2. The effect of over-expressing pst carrying the susceptible (s) and resistant (r) 919 

alleles of SNP A2469G on survival and viral titre. (A) DCV titre relative to Act5C in flies 920 

2 days post infection. Bars are the means of 28 vials each containing 15 flies. Error bars are 921 

standard errors. (B) The proportion of flies alive after infection with DCV or mock infection 922 

with Ringer’s solution. The survival curves are the mean of ~15 vials of flies, with a mean of 923 

18 flies in each vial. Flies were kept at 25°C. Control 1 (Ctrl1) were docker flies which the 924 

BAC constructs inserted into (y-w-MeGFP,vas-int,dmRFPZH-2A;P{CaryP}attp40), and Control 2 925 

(Ctrl2) were flies used in the crosses to select successful transformants 926 

(w1118iso/y+Y;Sco/SM6a;3iso). The experiments used two independent transformants of each 927 

construct (A and B). *stands for P<0.05, *** stands for P<<0.001. 928 
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 929 

Figure 3. Five structural variants of pastrel. (A) Cartoon of pst variants, with alleles’ size 930 

scaled to gene length. Pink boxes represent complete copy of pst gene; orange boxes 931 

represent coding sequence of gene CTCF located at 3’ end of pst; blue boxes represent coding 932 

sequence of gene Sec63, located at 5’ end of pst; grey boxes are UTRs; purple boxes are 933 

truncated copy of pst gene. Allele frequencies in DGRP are shown below the variant name. 934 

Variant 2 differs from variant 1 in that variant 2 has a shorter duplication of CTCF exon2. (B) 935 

Mean sequencing coverage plots of the region 3L: 7,338,816 (1kb upstream of the start of 936 

TD7960) - 7,366,778 (1 kb downstream of the end of TD7960) for ancestral allele of pst and 937 

four structural variants. Red bars stand for pst and two neighbour genes CTCF and Sec63. 938 

Variant 4 has a very short duplication 115 bp so shows very similar coverage plot as the 939 

ancestral allele. Sequence data is from the original DGRP genome sequencing 940 
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project(Mackay, et al. 2012). (C) Association between survival after DCV infection and pst 941 

SNPs and structural variants. -Log10(p-value) of the association between SNPs in the region 942 

of 3L: 7311903 - 3L: 7381508 (BDGP 5) and survival is plotted against genome positions of 943 

the SNPs. SNPs are showed as empty circles; SNP A2469G is in red. Structural variants of 944 

pst are showed in orange triangles. 945 

 946 

Figure 4. Cis-regulatory variation in pst expression. (A) Map of QTL associated with pst 947 

expression in female head of DSPR crosses. A single peak at position 3L: 7350000 was found 948 

(LOD=35). The horizontal line is the genome-wide significance threshold obtained by 949 

permutation (p<0.05, LOD=7.12). Expression data is from published microarray analysis 950 

(King, et al. 2014). (B) Association between pst expression and its SNPs and structural 951 

variants in DGRP lines. Gene expression was measured by quantitative RT-PCR on 654 952 

biological replicates of 196 fly lines. -Log10(p-value) for the association between SNPs and 953 

expression in the region of 3L: 7311903 - 3L: 7381508 (BDGP 5) is plotted against genome 954 

positions of the SNPs. SNPs are showed as empty circles; SNP A2469G in red. Structural 955 

variants of pst are showed in orange triangles. 956 
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 957 

Figure 5. Correlation between pst expression and survival after DCV infection in 958 

DGRPs. Grey line is fitted by linear regression line and is shown for illustrative purposes 959 

only. Each point is the estimated phenotype of a single DGRP line (marginal posterior modes 960 

of the random effects in model equation 1). Red dots represent lines contain resistant allele 961 

“G” for SNP A2469G and blue dots represent lines contain “T” for SNP A1455T. Gene 962 

expression was measured by quantitative RT-PCR on 654 biological replicates of 196 fly 963 

lines. Survival after DCV infection was estimated from 730 vials of flies, with the data from 964 

Magwire et al (Magwire, et al. 2012).  965 

 966 
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 967 

Figure 6. Population genetic evidence of natural selection acting on the amino acid 968 

polymorphism A2469G in Pastrel that confers resistance to DCV. (A) FST of all SNPs 969 

within 200kb region around pst. Blue dots are SNPs in pst, and the red star is A2469G. FST 970 

was calculated between Zambia and North America using published genome sequences (see 971 

text). Panels B and C show the breakdown of extended haplotype heterozygosity (EHH) over 972 

distance between the derived (resistant) allele of the core SNP A2469G and SNPs within the 973 

distance of 1000 bases from the mutation. Red line and blue line are EHH breakdown of 974 

upstream and downstream of SNP A2469G respectively. The grey points are a null 975 

distribution generated by calculating the EHH using other SNPs that are a similar frequency 976 
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in the region as the core. The orange dash line indicates top 5% EHH value of this null 977 

distribution while green dash line indicates median EHH. 978 

 979 
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